N2Women Event Meeting
Lunch & Panel Discussion


Date and Time: April 17th 2024, at 12:30 -14:00 (Lunch Time)
Location: Bayshore Room

This event aims to share inspiring stories of remarkable women scientists who faced setbacks but persevered. Through these stories, we hope to encourage women scientists to embrace challenges, discover their inner resilience, and thrive in their own "time zone."

Dr. Rachee Singh
Assistant Professor, Cornell University.

Dr. Bhuvana Krishnaswamy
Charles Ringrose Assistant Professor, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Dr. Ying Zhang
Senior Engineering Manager, Meta

Organized by: Liyao Li, University at Buffalo, SUNY (liyaoli@buffalo.edu)
Sign Up Link: https://www.usenix.org/conference/nsdi24/activities
Question Link: https://forms.gle/UeTKeiFrPusxoMBf8
For more information: https://n2women.comsoc.org/

N2 Women is supported by Meta, ACM SIGMOBILE, ACM SIGCOMM, IEEE Communications Society, IEEE Computer Society (CS) Technical Committee on Computer Communications (TCCC).

Arrangements for this event have been generously provided by Meta and USENIX